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I am a parent of nine year old son, Simon, with moderate to severe Autism and ADHD.
First Signs
Simon first indicated signs of Autism when he was about 2 and it became more obvious that while he was a
very intelligent child he was not behaving like other children his age. He would:


appear to give a blank stare



walk on his tip toes



not interact with other children



run away from crowds



have lot of trouble with social situations



not go to sleep until very late
Pre-School

These differences become more pronounced when Simon started 3 year old pre-school. The teachers spoke to
my husband and I about Simon’s behaviour and a meeting with an early intervention officer was arranged.
During that meeting were informed that Simon’s development was different from other children, Autism was
discussed but we were unaware of the condition and it special needs, and we would need to get a further
assessment with our paediatrician.
At the meeting with the paediatrician an assessment of Simon was done and advised me he needed to be
reviewed by a physiologist. The paediatrician believed Simon had Autism but was reluctant to provide any
details or discuss the condition until Simon was assessed by the physiologist. After the shock of the diagnosis I
was looking for information to understand our son’s condition. Fortunately it was a phone call to Autism
Victorian that night which help us to get over the initial shock and provide us with the help to approach the
next step.
We changed paediatricians to someone more helpful and understanding. He organised for Simon to be
assessed by Monash University psychology department and provided us with help and understanding of the
process involved and what as a parent could do to help Simon. The psychologist assessment confirmed that
Simon had moderate to sever Autism.
We were at a loss as to what we need to do as there was no guide or information pack telling how to help your
child. In a lot of ways the process involves parents trying to find out what is need and the paediatrician helping
or guiding where possible. We read what information was available and contacted various organisations to
find out what Simon would need. The local council facility was overwhelmed. It took three phone calls and six
months for them to contact me by which time I had organised help for Simon. Our best support came from the
3 and 4 year old pre-school teachers who organised additional support to help Simon when he was in classes
and a shoulder for me to cry on when needed.
As Simon progressed through pre-school he:


found it difficult to relate to his peers, who in turn found it difficult to play with him



did not maintain eye contact and did not speak to them other than the use of a lot of echolalia



would not say hello or ask questions



a tendency for running away in social situations



would not listen to the or follow teachers instructions



could recite, word for word, the script to Toy Story his favourite film!

Fortunately, we had a very understanding pre-school community. An aid was arranged funded by the Council
for all the kids with special needs in his group. A letter was sent to all the parents of the kids in Simon’s group,
explaining his condition from his perspective, assisting the other parents to explain to the kids about Simon,
after which Simon felt accepted and blossomed.
Primary School
When it was time for Simon to transition to primary school, the decision was do we send Simon to a special or
mainstream school? We had a discussion with the local school principal and his pre-school teacher about his
progress and condition, it was obvious that the local primary school was not going to be suitable as Simon. The
mainstream school would provide the academic opportunities, however this is based on the hope that we
could get funding for a teacher aid. The special school may not offer the same academic opportunities,
however they do provide a nurturing environment and this was considered to be the best choice for Simon.
There are no state run schools which cater for kids with Simon conditions of high functioning intellect and
lower functioning social development. If you mainstream your child, you take pot luck that the teachers will
have the skills and the understanding of how best to teach your child and bullying is not a serious issue,
especially as child with autism can attract unwanted attention. Simon is now a student at Emerson Special
School in Dandenong. This was a one of the few schools catering for Simon’s special needs in our region. We
were given no direction or help by the education department but had to source the information ourselves.
Simon has progressed at the school and is now travelling to and from school on a special bus. He in is what
would be grade 3 and is progressing well. His social age has remained around 5 to 6 years of age but his mental
age is about 10.
Additional Assistance
We have maintained throughout Simon’s pre-school years to the present a private speech therapist,
occupation therapist and a paediatrician that we fund. The cost of these professionals was offset by the FASCA
funding until it ran out, so it now costs $200 per fortnight as these costs are not covered by Medicare or
private health Insurance. All three of these professionals have been wonderful and so very helpful, without
their support and assistance Simon would not have made the progress he has, or been able to cope with life as
he does.

Current Issues
Simon has:


also been diagnosed with ADHD. He was put on medication of Dexamphetamine tablets daily, the
thought of a 5 year old being given such drugs was a hard decision, not until you have had to force
your child to swallow a tablet that the reality sets in about your decision



trouble sleeping he would not go to bed until well after mid-night and would then rise at 6.30 to get
ready for school, he’s always takes a long while for Simon to go to sleep and sometimes he does not
slept or has very little for two days and then collapsed and slept for 13 hours straight.



woken us several times a night wanting food or a drink, or sleeping with us, we tried a lot of natural
remedies but nothing worked, as a result we have he now takes Risperdal so he’s asleep by 11.00pm
or we risk sleep deprivation ourselves.



a keen sense of smell which means trip to the Chemist are out of the question, so are large crowds and
noise, he is getting better but is very reliant for reassurance from us to feel safe



a tolerance for 2 hour birthday parties and other large social events and 2 week family holidays, then
he wants to go home, this means we plan our social outings so that Simon is comfortable by taking his
favourite books, stuffed animal, ipad and portable DVD player as a distraction





lost weight as we have a lot of trouble getting him to eat properly, his diet is limited to
o

vegemite sandwiches cut into triangles

o

chicken nuggets and chips

o

pasta shapes

o

dry cornflakes

o

orange juice

o

junk food!

a long lead time, sometimes up to 20 attempts, before he will eat a different food, but he is just as
likely that he will eat something one day and not the next, refusing to try vegetables or anything with a
sauce, we have tried all different ways to encourage Simon to eat we are working with our
occupational therapist to help him to feel safe with trying new foods



a dislike for certain fabrics, colours and patterns so I make a lot of his pj’s and when we go to the
shops to buy clothes he needs to be with me so that he can touch the fabric or look at the design to
see if he will wear it, most of the time Simon is pretty precise with he will wear.



has trouble with change of seasons and cannot understand why he cannot wear his winter pj’s when it
is hot, the difference between the seasons is not instinctive but has had to be learned and constantly
reinforced



a high pain threshold so when he gets sick we do not find out until he is really unwell, presenting a
problem when you go to the doctor when they ask Simon how he is feeling because he will not answer
them, although this is getting easier as he gets older but there are times when he has suffered ear
infections and we did not know.



hurt himself and we will only know when a bruise comes up



a really happy and an affectionate personality but also has had a full blown meltdowns (as he grows
this will become harder to deal with when he gets frustrated or does not understand something he will
go into a rage;



o

throwing punches

o

pulling hair

o

head butting

o

punching and hurts himself

o

breaking items such as DVD players

in the past had a tendency to run away from people looking after him, if his attention is attracted
elsewhere he will walk off, he is very trusting child as consequence our local Police Station has his
photo and his details
Family Relationships

Simon is a very loving child whose world revolves around his parents, sister and grandparents. We have had to
explain the loss of my father; it took up to 2 years for him to accept that he is no longer with us. As a
consequence he is afraid that something is going to happen to me, regularly asking whether I am safe and if I
am not going to die when he is staying at his grandparent’s house. It is difficult to combat this fear in a child
with Autism as they do not reason the same way.
Interests and Activities
Simon loves Lego but his motor skills have held him back. He has now progressed to building simply objects
with help. The other day asked to play chess with my husband, to our surprise without being taught and some
small guidance was able to play. Simon does go to swimming lessons but his developmental delay means that
he is in classes with kids half his age, his progress is very slow but he is able to swim to a basic level. Simon has
also attended Joeys and Cubs for the last few years, which he goes to on a weekly basis, a Venturer looks after
him with the various activities. We are very fortunate that the group is understanding and accepting of him
and has been on a few overnight stays, although one of us goes as a parent helper.
Future Opportunities
We realise that the future for our child is uncertain but we hope that as he grows he will be able to meet his
academic and social potential. Unfortunately this will be limited by the resources the Government currently
offers to kids with autism. As parents we are our kids only advocate but their ability to succeed is based on the
opportunities which others offer them. The school which Simon attends provides fantastic education system
but it does not offer VCE accreditation. If Simon wants to go to a different School to complete his VCE there
are only limited options available.
The government needs to look at options for child with high functioning autism so that they can do their VCE
in school which provide the nurturing environment. It appears that options are limited when you have a child
with autism you can send them to a mainstream school and hope that they survive the bullying and lack

resources so that they can achieve their VCE or send them to a special school and they forgo the opportunity
to go on to further education and achieve a VACL qualification.
Please remember that some of our greatest thinkers were on the autism spectrum: George Washington, Bill
Gates, and Albert Einstein. Do we want to limit our future great minds due to a lack of resources? Children
with autism already have one arm tied behind their backs they cannot afford any other challenges.

Susan Pearce

